The binding of topoisomerase I to T antigen enhances the synthesis of RNA-DNA primers during simian virus 40 DNA replication.
Topoisomerase I (topo I) is required for the proper initiation of simian virus 40 (SV40) DNA replication. This enzyme binds to SV40 large T antigen at two places, close to the N-terminal end and near the C-terminal end of the helicase domain. We have recently demonstrated that the binding of topo I to the C-terminal site is necessary for the stimulation of DNA synthesis by topo I and for the formation of normal amounts of completed daughter molecules. In this study, we investigated the mechanism by which this stimulation occurs. Contrary to our expectation that the binding of topo I to this region of T antigen provides the proper unwound DNA substrate for initiation to occur, we demonstrate that binding of topo I stimulates polymerase alpha/primase (pol/prim) to synthesize larger amounts of primers consisting of short RNA and about 30 nucleotides of DNA. Topo I binding also stimulates the production of large molecular weight DNA by pol/prim. Mutant T antigens that fail to bind topo I normally do not participate in the synthesis of expected amounts of primers or large molecular weight DNAs indicating that the association of topo I with the C-terminal binding site on T antigen is required for these activities. It is also shown that topo I has the ability to bind to human RPA directly, suggesting that the stimulation of pol/prim activity may be mediated in part through RPA in the DNA synthesis initiation complex.